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Chaldene looked outside. It was pitch-black, only a few stars to light the 

crew to their new home. 

Above was a looming 

grey ball of rock: their 

destination. Bags 

overloaded, inevitable 

hugs- this was the last 

time they’d ever STEP on 

this planet. For they 

were to immigrate.  

 

TO THE MOON… 

 

Landing was a success! Chaldene and the crew donned their spacesuits 

and strode across the lunar surface. But- WOAH!  

“The moon’s gravity is a sixth of Earth’s, so you can jump higher and 

weigh lighter too,” explained their senior guide, Himalia, approaching 

their new moon base. A dome-shaped building stood ahead. 

“Giant 3D printers and robots built these airtight domes. There’s a 

combination of lunar regolith and a custom polymer as the wall, a 

subordinate metal and plastic wall and a 20 cm shield of polyethylene 

as protection against meteorites and UV radiation,” Himalia informed, 

“No atmosphere equals no protection against meteors, cosmic and 

zenith-high UV radiation and solar flares.” 
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As the crew went inside, Chaldene spotted multiple lifts and corridors in 

the spacious white room as they took off their oxygen suits.  

“Can’t we breathe on the moon?” she inquired. 

“No. However, 40% of the lunar regolith is oxygen, which is trapped 

inside minerals, which take up 90% of the lunar regolith. We used 

ELECTROLYSIS to separate the oxygen atoms from the regolith and 

minerals. We also extracted oxygen from the frozen water at the 

moon’s south pole. Additionally, we brought some plants to supply us 

with oxygen through photosynthesis,” Himalia recalled, “13 m2 of plants 

or 8 m2 of algae per person is adequate! We also have airlocks to get in 

and out without letting the air escape!” 

As bedtime approached, everyone was put on a centrifuge, a device that 

depicts Earth’s gravity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everyone was up and early, confabulating in the hall.  

“Sleeping on the bed depicted a boat’s rocking!” Cyllene mentioned.  
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“I couldn’t sleep because the sun was glistening at is zenith-”  

” ALL RIGHT EVERYONE! Ready for day two?” Himalia boomed as a few 

groaned. They entered the kitchen, which had packaged food on the table.  

“Breakfast! You can have freeze-dried food that is placed into a plastic 

bag and warmed by a pipe injecting hot water. Another option is ready-

to-eat food in tubes. However, you can always have veggies grown in 

the greenhouse!” she replied as she gesticulated her crew to the 

greenhouse. Inside were many metal crates loaded with soil and green 

shoots.  

“We grow all sorts of plants! Sunlight here is imminent for 14 days, 

followed by 14 days of darkness. That’s why we have LED lights to 

resemble sunlight, CO2 from the air, and a watering system to supply 

water,” Himalia conversed as the water was sprayed out. 

 

“But where does the water come from?” asked Dia. 

“We get our water; garden, drinking and washing, from many 

alternatives: we can mine the south pole for frozen water, recycle 

dish-washing water and urine and use leftovers from electrolysis.  
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Our bodies require two litres of water per day” Himalia added. The crew 

then spent the rest of their day tending the shoots in the greenhouse.  

 

Early morning, Himalia had ordered them to meet her at the docking 

station for a surprise. Turned out, it was an immense vehicle.  

“Meet our main source of transportation! Luna! It’s got its own air 

supply and can withstand heavy weight. We use cable cars that are 

powered by the sun,” Himalia lectured as they hopped on and meandered 

away. A white dome facility awaited. Luna halted as the green passengers 

jumped out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“That’s the waste management facility. On the moon, we’ve dome-

villages full of incessant waste. So, we built the Waste Management 

Facility to reduce and maintain it. Organic matter and plants perform 

anaerobic composting, the result being great for soil, produces heat 

and methane gas. Materials like plastic and metals are re-3D printed 

into something else,” Himalia informed as they entered the building 

inquisitively.  
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The break of dawn hit, and the crew were ambling across the terrain and 

past a throng of solar panels.  

“Powering our homes is vital. The moon has 14 days of sun, then 14 

days of darkness. During the dark weeks, we get no source of light 

therefore our gardens will fail. So, we enhanced our solar panels to 

store solar power inside fuel cells that’ll last seventeen days when full! 

However, moving to one of the poles almost guarantees you sunlight!” 

she explained, heading back.  

 

On top, was a flashing red light. “What’s that?” Arche asked.  

“They’re lasers. No air means no sound. Instead, we use radio waves 

and lasers to communicate. Lasers are more effective and faster, 

travelling at 300,000km/sec, however, you’ll need to be inside and needs 

to hit the receiver directly. That’s why we’ve installed them on high 

towers,” Himalia explained, heading inside.  
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A week later, early morning, the staff; slightly fewer, traipsed to the 

crew’s bedrooms to find the door unlocked. Inside, the room and air were 

completely spotless. And yet. The crew. They…. were gone. Only a piece of 

paper stood on behalf of them:  

 

  

Dear friends-                                                                                                                                                   

Research the reason might be, but humans are plotting to live on the moon 

permanently. However, we have our place right here. ON OUR EARTH. And it 

is time we look at our reflection in her water and see our true selves, merely a 

human but a thing. It has no use nor purpose; it is just there. That’s us. A 

burden. But not so long ago, we inhabited a different world. A world where we 

humans and earth thrived together for so many generations, where we 

peacefully inhabited the ground and mother nature by our side. Day and 

night, we would live happily, listening to the birds singing their merry tune 

and playing by the meadow until the break of sun. Until. A REVOLUTION 

came by and knocked on all our doors. However, we must promise our EARTH 

that we will step up and rise for her.  A revolution is coming but we cannot 

digress our past with nature and the world. Let’s continue this legacy as our 

ancestors have done for many generations. And take care of our earth.                                        

– the crew 
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